Supplies for Luscious Layered Fabric Art
FABRIC:
To make Flowers in Vase or field:
Focus fabrics

2 12” x 12” squares medium to large scale bold print
fabrics

Frayed flowers

2 12” x 12” squares contrasting fabrics-small scale or
no print

Layering fabrics

12 12” x 12” squares:
for each of your 4 focus & flower fabrics above, you will
need 3 12” x 12” squares of solid or “reads as a solid”
fabrics to form the layers beneath
Choose strong saturated colors that coordinate with the
focus fabrics

Base/bottom fabric

4 14” x 14” squares of home dec, broadcloth,
lightweight denim or cotton twill fabric

To make Christmas Tree:
Background

2 12” x 12” contrasting fabrics (red & blue or 2 bold
colors of your choice)

Tree

1 12” x 12” green fabric

Stars

1 12” x 12” yellow or gold fabric

Layering fabrics

12 12” x 12” squares:
for each of your 4 fabrics above, you will need 3
12” x 12” squares of solid or “reads as a solid” fabrics to
form the layers beneath
Choose strong saturated colors that coordinate with the
focus fabrics

Base/bottom fabric

4 14” x 14” squares of home dec, broadcloth,
lightweight denim or cotton twill fabric

To make Pumpkin:
Sky

1 12” x 12” blue fabric

Grass or Ground

1 12” x 12” green fabric

Pumpkin

1 12” x 12” orange fabric

Pumpkin Face

1 12” x 12” yellow or gold fabric

Layering fabrics

12 12” x 12” squares:
for each of your 4 fabrics above, you will need 3
12” x 12” squares of solid or “reads as a solid” fabrics to
form the layers beneath
Choose strong saturated colors that coordinate with the
focus fabrics

Base/bottom fabric

4 14” x 14” squares of home dec, broadcloth,
lightweight denim or cotton twill fabric

Supplies & Equipment:
Sewing machine
Size 90 or topstitch needles
Thread to coordinate with your focus and flower fabrics
Straight stitch foot, open toe or clear foot, walking foot
Clover Slash Cutter Tool or Olfa Chenille Cutter
Seam Ripper
Sharp scissors for detail cutting
Chalk marker or disappearing ink marking tool
Ruler -3” x 24” or 6” x 24” with 45-degree angle marking
Straight Pins
Circle Templates (optional)
Optional:
Book- Stacked & Stitched Artistic Fabric Projects for Your Home, Christine Morgan

Instructor:
Karen Lee Carter
757-496-9847
quilter@mac.com
www.karenleecarter.com

